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From the Desk of
CASBO President, Sandy Mutchler
Dear Colleagues,
First and foremost, I would like to thank
everyone that attended the Annual Fall
Conference and to express my gratitude
to the CASBO board for everything they
do! It was a great conference, and I’m
looking forward to seeing you all there
again next year!
With fall comes the
changing of the seasons as evidenced by
the color changes on
the leaves and the rain
turning to snow. What
might not be as apparent is the changes we
encounter every day in
our work and home.
Some changes are great and expected
while others can bring sadness or conflict.
Big or small, something changes on a
daily basis. It’s how we deal with the
change that is important.
Many things have been changing in my
life, to which I’m sure a lot of you can relate. Moving from an interim superintendent to a new one, experiencing a complete change in cabinet, new directors
and new staff. There are new schedules
and expectations every direction I turn. It
doesn’t end at work either. Family, especially our kids, are always changing and
moving along in their lives. This is why I’m
not surprised that a request at the Town

Hall meeting, was to provide some professional development around change
management sessions and tools to implement it.
There are some ways to reduce the
changes by providing a work environment
where people want to stay and actually
are motivated and excited to go to work.
No, I’m not talking about going to the extreme like Zappos (I wish). But, Michael
Seavers, Keynote Presenter, recommends five employee engagement methods that you, as a leader could implement
which include: (1) hire people who have
overcome challenges, (2) establish a
deep level of trust, (3) create an ownership mindset, (4) provide the necessary
resources for success and (5) allow your
employees to make mistakes. All five of
these should be easily attainable, well,
maybe except for the necessary resources. However, we have all adapted
really well to our limited resources and do
the best we can with what we have.
Personally, I need to take it a step further.
I’m fortunate enough to have some great
mentors in my circle. The advice I received was to quit using the word conflict.
Instead, consider the conflict created by
these changes, as an adventure. I love
adventure, so this makes sense to me.
As of today, these changes become an
adventure!

Sandy Mutchler
Sandy Mutchler
CASBO President, 2018-2019
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Challenges of Updating Old Buildings
By Dan Orecchio, DAO Architecture, and
Don Ciancio, Executive Director of Auxiliary Services, Westminster Public Schools

Many of us work in School Districts that came about
during the post-war baby boom in 1950’s America.
As such, many of us have the challenging opportunity to work with seasoned buildings that may be 50+
years old, and in some cases much older. The
needs can be endless when it comes to breathing
new life into these buildings and setting a new
standard for our facilities. We all understand the
challenges; however, please know that the rewards
associated with creating an aesthetically pleasing,
functionally improved, newly remodeled learning environment for staff and students are much greater
than the challenges this work poses. Here are a few
of the challenges and rewards that we’ve encountered in our experience with breathing new life into
our old facilities:
There is a process to attaining success when performing work in older facilities, and it does not entail
just one simple factor. Developing each of the following items is critical to attaining success:
Challenges
Code Requirements
Dealing with Hazardous Materials
Finding the Right Team with the Knowledge to do the
Work
Blending Existing and New
Completing Work in the Summer Window
Dealing with the Logistics of Night Work

1. A knowledgeable team
2. A solid and executable action plan
3. An achievable and affordable design
4. A realistic schedule
5. A proper budget
Starting the planning and design work for an older
educational facility is a crucial step for success, and
it starts with assembling a design team that has the
knowledge and experience to get the work done,
especially within older facilities. This includes the
Architect, the Engineers, other Consultants, the
General Contractor, other Subcontractors, and the
School District Personnel. If the team understands

the District’s policies and standards, and if they are
well versed in the current adopted codes and have
good relationships with the Authorities Having Jurisdiction over the project, it is very helpful to streamlining the process. Consider developing a design that
incorporates newer technology and creates flexible
spaces that are required for a 21st, century classroom, and how difficult it is to do without making
structural modifications to each room in the building;
and consider understanding what students and staff
will need not only today, but in the future, as well –
this is difficult to do, but the right design team can
make issues like these easier to address. An experienced design team can also help you identify “must
haves”, “what might be good to have”, and, of
course, “wish list items” that all may play a part in
the final design of a project; and by breaking down
the project needs in this way, you can create a road
map for paring back the cost and duration of the project if necessary.
Rewards
Improved Safety
Improved Comfort
Improved Lighting/ Controls
Improved Energy Conservation
Creating Environments Conducive to Teaching and
Learning
Creates Positive Attitudes

Developing a realistic schedule and a proper budget
begins with experience, and includes talking to other
Owners, Architects and Engineers, and General
Contractors who have a lot of experience with these
aspects of a project. The key is to listen to these experienced people when they advise you about these
two crucial items. It also includes having a good understanding of the local market and economy, and
having a clear definition of the project scope and the
potential timeframes during which the work can be
completed; and it requires careful contingency planning to make sure there is time and money allotted
Continued on Page 15
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Ride Sharing or Risk Taking
Article Courtesy of CSDSIP

Ride share companies are taking their business
model to the next level in attempt to meet a gap
that many schools are facing: student transportation. These companies are approaching both
private and public schools in effort to engage in
contractual relationships with the schools to
provide these services.
What may be an excellent back up plan for parents in a pinch may not be a one size fits all fix
for school transportation. Research, vetting,
and independent confirmation of vendors statements is up to the District, as this is ultimately a
business decision.
CSDSIP has reviewed several requests for
feedback regarding ride share services and
compiled a list of questions and considerations.
These are intended for the benefit of the District
in risk assessment and decision making.
CSDSIP coverage does not extend to claims
caused by the negligence of third parties.











What is the extent of their background check
for drivers?
 How does it compare to the Districts back
ground checks?
What are their MVR requirements?
 Who is checking the MVR’s?
 How frequently?
 Do their requirements meet or exceed
those of the Pool?
Who is responsible for hiring and firing drivers?
What if there is a problem with a driver in the
opinion of the District, but not the vendor?
What steps do they take to ensure that drivers are not under the influence of alcohol or
drugs while driving?
Is there additional training provided to drivers for special needs students?
Will a representative of the District be in the
vehicle with special needs students?
















What onboarding driver training is provided?
 Ongoing?
 Mandatory reporting?
 Restraint?
Will they be inspecting the vehicles regularly?
 Who performs these inspections?
 Who is responsible to maintain the vehi
cles?
What is the emergency plan in the event of
an incident with a passenger?
What feedback are you receiving from the
parents on this?
Who orders the ride?
 Do riders or parents have to agree to
terms and conditions?
 Do they waive any rights in doing so?
Are there limitations to the types of events
this transportation may be used for?
What are the terms of the agreement with
the provider?
 Are their drivers employees or independent contractors?
 Who will be responsible in the event of an
accident?
 Is there indemnification and additional insured in favor of the District?
 Auto Liability Limits should meet or exceed those of the District.
 They should also carry general liability
insurance with limits that meet or exceed
those of the District.
 There are no CGIA protections for independent contractors.
What is the ultimate benefit to the School or
District for outsourcing only the drivers?
 Does it outweigh the risks?
Have they provided references for you to
independently verify?
 Are these private or public schools?
 Are they in Colorado?
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ASBO International
2019 Annual Meeting and Exhibits
October 25–28, 2019
National Harbor, Maryland

ASBO International’s Annual Meeting & Expo brings together more than 1,000 school business officials for four days of learning and networking. The Annual Meeting & Expo is the premier professional development event for leaders in school business—providing an exceptional opportunity for you to advance your professional and leadership skills and engage face-to-face
with peers from around the world.

Employment Opportunities
Current school business official position openings can be found on line at www.ColoradoASBO.org.
Advertisements for School Business Official positions are provided FREE as a service to all
K-12 Schools.
Email your LEA’s non-curriculum positions to ColoradoASBO@msn.com for inclusion on the
CASBO website “Employment Opportunities” page. All LEA position ads are subject to review,
approval and editing prior to publication.

Position

______________________________________________________

School District

______________________________________________________

Description

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Salary Range

______________________________________________________

Apply by

______________________________________________________
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How Much Can Employers Save Under a Section 125 Plan?
Article Courtesy of American Fidelity
Like all employers, you want to provide a competitive benefits program that attracts and retains top talent. But even
if you offer benefits under a Section 125 Plan, you may still
be wondering if you’re making the most of possible tax
savings.
The Basics of Section 125 Plans
A Section 125 Plan is an employer-sponsored program

How Reimbursement Accounts Affect Employer Savings
Not only can Section 125 Plans help save employees
money, but employers can also benefit from the implemen-

designed to help employees save money on important ex-

tation of this plan. Because premiums withheld from em-

penses—like eligible insurance premiums, health-related

ployee paychecks are not subject to Social Security and

expenses, and dependent care expenses. First, employers

Medicare tax, you need not pay taxes on those dollars—

choose which benefits to include in the plan. After employ-

directly impacting your company’s bottom line.

ees select the benefits that best fit their needs, the monthly costs for the benefits are deducted from their paychecks

Employee Education Is Key

before taxes.

When employees don’t understand the importance of their

Because Section 125 Plan benefits are not subject to fed-

benefits—especially Section 125 Plan benefits—they’re

eral and state income and payroll taxes, an employee’s

less likely to purchase them during annual enrollment. This

taxable income is reduced. This not only leads to more

can cost both you and your employees potential tax sav-

take-home pay for the employee, but also benefits employ-

ings.

ers by reducing employer payroll tax liabilities.
To understand how this plan works, consider this example
of an employee’s semi-monthly paycheck. The sample is
based on 24 pay periods, 20% Federal and State income
tax, and 7.65% FICA tax.

In fact, for every dollar your employees pretax in a Flexible Spending Account, you
could save 7.65% on an annual pre-tax basis.1 And employers, on average, save
$115 per participant in a Section 125 Plan
on FICA alone.

Continued on Page 15
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What is a BOCES?
Article Courtesy of Centennial Boces
BOCES is an acronym made up of the individual letters of
the longer title—Board of Cooperative (Educational) Services. It is pronounced BO-Sees for a more simple and concise term. The statutory name of BOCES is Board of Cooperative Services, as set forth by Title 22, Article 5, C.R.S.,
Boards of Cooperative Services Act of 1965.
What is the Legal Status of the BOCES? BOCES were established under the Boards of Cooperative Services Act of
1965 and upon adoption, the General Assembly declared: “…this article is enacted for the general improvement
and expansion of educational services of the public schools
in the state of Colorado; for the creation of boards of cooperative services wherever feasible for purposes of enabling two
or more school districts to cooperate in furnishing services
authorized by law…”
Are BOCES Unique to Colorado? Yes and no. 45 states
have established what are commonly known as Educational
Service Agencies (ESA’s) or Regional Educational Service
Agencies (RESA’s). In many states these agencies function
at a regional level between the State Educational Agency
and the local school district. It may serve as an extension of
the State Educational Agency or it may operate as an independent agency from either state or local control. Still in other states, the RESA or ESA have specific duties and tasks
assigned by the State. They are governed by an elected
board, which has the authority to levy a tax, receive direct
financial support and provide mandated services to local
school districts.
Where was the first BOCES in Colorado? On May 23, 1966,
the school board presidents of the fourteen school districts in
the San Luis Valley met and established the first BOCES in
Colorado. Today, there are 21 BOCES in Colorado serving
166 School Districts with several established as Special Purpose BOCES providing limited programs or a single service.
Most of the BOCES in Colorado are general purpose in nature and provide a broad range of services and programs.

scope of a BOCES, but rather are illustrative of the variety of
services currently provided: Special Education, Curriculum/
Staff Development, Migrant Educational Fiscal Operations,
Alternative Schools/Programs, Federally Funded, Specialized Programs, Standards and Assessment Support, Cooperative Purchasing, Computer Technology Support, Data
Management and Utilization, Vocational Education, Gifted
and Talented Coordination, Alternative Licensure Programs,
and Grant Management.
How is BOCES Governed? Each BOCES is governed by a
Board of Directors. Each legal member of the BOCES appoints one of its board members to serve on the BOCES
Board. An alternate is usually appointed as well. Additionally
any post-secondary member of the BOCES may have its
governing board appoint its assigned member of the BOCES
Board. The Board is required by law to meet at least four
times a year. The Board of Directors appoints an Executive
Director who serves as the person responsible for the administering the affairs of the BOCES. It is important to note that
since the BOCES serves its member school districts, there is
a need for communication and information among the members. Each BOCES has an Advisory Council composed of
the Superintendent or his/her designee. This group advises
the Executive Director and Board, and assists in planning
and implementing the programs and services that will be
made available to the member districts. The Advisory Council usually meets monthly and provides critical input into the
BOCES operations and its direction.
How are the BOCES Financed?

Participating member

districts financially support BOCES. The members may also,
through pooled plans and resources, submit a common application for programs that allow specific financial support for
BOCES. BOCES also receive state and federal funding
based on their individual purpose, including special educa-

Why do we have a BOCES? BOCES exist to supply educa-

tion funding, Title grants and Migrant programs. HB 1345

tional services to two or more school districts that alone can-

provides state funding for professional development through

not afford the service, or find it advantageous and cost-

each BOCES across the state.

effective to cooperate with other districts. These services
represent a financial commitment that is best met by several
districts sharing costs and programs. In some instances,
BOCES also operate as Special Education Administrative
Units, in which Colorado Revised Statutes require a minimum number of students or participants in order to qualify.
The following examples are not intended to limit or define the

Successful BOCES serve in a non-regulatory function. They receive
ongoing local, state and federal funding, and know how to leverage
those dollars for the greatest impact. BOCES have a close working relationship with their state education department. Each BOCES embrace
local control in how they are governed and in the services they provide.
They are held accountable and audited by independent private auditors.
BOCES have flexibility to provide services based on district needs, not a
uniform set of requirements.
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Collision Course: Pedestrians and Electric Scooters
By Charlie Stevens, Claims Manager, Michigan Municipal Risk Management Authority (MMRMA)

In many major population centers across the
country, electric scooters are bringing fun to riders, profits to scooter makers, and, unfortunately,
lots of potential risk to walkers and riders.
Collisions between scooter riders and pedestrians
are appearing more often in national news headlines. This past July, for example, a pedestrian in
Dallas was sent to an emergency room for treatment of head injuries sustained after an electric
scooter rider collided with her. The problem will
get worse unless officials act to manage the issue.
Market researchers predict electric scooters will
grow to a $37 billion market in 2024. Bird and
Lime, the two biggest scooter makers, have
placed scooters in nearly 30 U.S. cities in recent
months, leasing them to riders seeking a thrill – or
an alternative to ride-sharing.
There are variations of one-, two-, three-, and four
-wheeled vehicles and they share one major flaw:
They go too fast for sidewalk use. Scooters can
go 15 mph, and electric skateboards, minimotorcycles, and one-wheeled devices can go
even faster.
The problem is that pedestrians walk an average
of 3 to 4 miles per hour, and sometimes even
slower. This means scooters are often traveling
four times as fast. If there is a clear path, the riders are going at full speed, because that is where
the fun and thrills are. But considering the speed,
weight of the devices, and weight of the rider
(sometimes two riders), the result is a dangerous
force if the scooter encounters a pedestrian.
Some researchers recommend a ban of electric
scooters and mobility devices from sidewalks entirely and limit them to bike lanes.
Scooting to class on college and university campuses appear to be a target of scooter companies.
Bird recently launched a “University Pop-Up Tour”
with the aim to introduce students and faculty to
the scooters. The tour plans to visit up to 150
campuses. Some colleges have reported that Bird
has showed up on their campuses unannounced
catching campus officials unprepared.

Trouble with the scooters on campus have caused
campus police to begin cracking down on students
who violate traffic rules while riding electric scooters. University health centers are reporting increase visits from pedestrians and scooter operators. School officials are definitely hearing complaints, especially from pedestrians who are upset
with scooters riding on sidewalks and into crowded spaces.

Some campuses are embracing the scooter fad
through formal partnerships with scooter companies. The University of Minnesota transportation
manager says he believes that the scooters are
inevitable, so he is looking to formalize a contract
with a scooter company. The university has also
worked to develop policies for the scooters use.
The university is also working with the City of Minneapolis officials to establish policies that work for
both the city and campus. Currently scooters fall
under the same statutes that govern bicycle use
on campus and scooter operators have to adhere
to the same traffic rules that apply to bikes.
Scooters are budget friendly for students as they
are a shared ride system, which generally cost $1
to rent and 15 cents per minute to ride.
From a risk management perspective, all entities
should review pedestrian walkways, along with
policies governing the use of scooters and other
motorized vehicles, to assure the safety of all involved. Some regulations to consider:
 Riders must have a valid driver’s license
 Riders must wear a helmet
 Riders cannot ride with any passengers
 Riders cannot ride on sidewalks
 Riders cannot park on sidewalks
 Riders cannot ride at night
 Riders cannot operate under the influence of
drugs or alcohol
 Scooters cannot be ridden or stored in campus
buildings
 Riders on roadways must follow all traffic laws
for motorist
 Pedestrians have the right-away
 Penalties for misconduct with a scooter
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Membership Updates and Moves
At the 22nd Annual Fall Conference in Vail CASBO had a Town Hall Meeting on the last day. As
always there was a drawing for free registration to the 66th Annual Spring Conference, April 17-19
at the Westin in Westminster. The two winners were David Sauer, Chief Operations Officer of
Mapleton Public Schools and Shannon Solomon Director of Nutrition Services. We have a Town
Hall Meeting at the end of every conference to get input and feedback from the membership about
the recently held conference. It only takes another half hour or so of your time and you might win a
free registration to the next conference.

How Do I Check My
Professional Development Activities?
Thinking of applying for Professional Registration with ASBO or getting ready to renew? Need to
report your yearly activity to keep your CPA Certification current? You can check the number of
CEUs you have earned through Colorado ASBO Activities by pulling up your “Continuing Education
Report” on the CASBO website; www.ColoradoASBO.org. It will list CEUs completed through
CASBO conferences, workshops, committee involvement and publications. You can print out your
CASBO Certificate of Attendance from your office or home.

CASBO Gold and Silver Awards Program
Colorado ASBO has recently announced two new awards programs, the Gold and Silver Awards.
These were designed to honor CASBO members who are actively taking advantage of the many
educational and participation opportunities offered through Colorado ASBO and ASBO International. The qualification for one of these awards is based on participation in Colorado ASBO as well as
ASBO International. This is a way to get more involved in Colorado ASBO as well as an opportunity
to receive recognition for doing so.
When you qualify for the Silver Award you will receive a certificate of achievement as well as a
plaque. After qualifying for a Gold Award you will receive both the certificate and plaque as well as a
CASBO shirt.
For more information on these awards as well as a way to track your points please go to the website, Coloradoasbo.org and then the “scholarship and awards” hotlink on the left side of the homepage. Then simply look for the Gold and Silver Awards program. You will find out how to qualify as
well as a method to track your points. Feel free to contact any CASBO Board member for more information on this program as well. We encourage and challenge every member to reach to obtain
one of these awards, they will certainly become very prestigious. Be the first one in your district to
achieve one of these significant awards!
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Continued from Page 7 (Challenges of Old Buildings)

for “unforeseen” items – items that you do not
know about until they are discovered during the
construction of the project. These may include
code related items, items buried within the existing construction,
or items not considered during the design phase
of a project. The Method of Project Delivery that
you choose for your project can also assist with
developing a realistic schedule and a proper
budget. Consider a Design/ Bid / Build method
of delivery vs a CM/ GC method of delivery. The
Design/ Bid/ Build method of project delivery
generally puts at risk knowing that the project is
on budget until bid day, whereas the CM/ GC
method of project delivery generally brings the
contractor on board earlier to work with the design team and advise them on issues related to
cost and constructability. This allows them to
provide owners with a Guaranteed Maximum
Price for their projects earlier in the process; and
it helps create a good working relationship between the professionals involved with the project. Each method has its place in the building
industry, bot one leads to knowledge of final cost
and schedule earlier in the process.
Another item of note when it comes to working
with seasoned buildings – Caring Matters! When
District
Continued from Page 11 (Section 125 Plan)

At American Fidelity Assurance Company, we
provide employee education so you don’t have
to. Our onboarding and enrollment process is
specifically designed to help your employees
make the best decisions for their families.
Through customized education and year-round
communication, we can help your employees
understand their benefits—leading to a potentially greater participation in your Section 125
Plan.

Personnel are committed to their jobs and buy in
to the plans their District has for improving their
facilities; and when they have established good
working relationships with the A/E Teams and
Contractors that are assisting them with their
projects; and when all parties involved are on
the same page and are committed to a shared
vision . . . this is when something special happens . . . this is when everyone does whatever it
takes to get the job completed on time and on
budget for the sake of making a difference in the
lives of the people who will be using the remodeled facility for years to come. Caring and establishing good relationships amongst all team
members may also have the long-term benefit of
leading to opportunities for employee growth, as
mentorships generally tend to arise out of a caring environment.
All of this considered, once the work is complete
and our older buildings have a new face-lift, a
great appearance inside and out, a set of functional and flexible spaces, and an environment
that is safer more conducive to teaching and
learning, then they will be maintainable for many
years in the future, and this will be rewarding for
everyone involved.

Let Us Help
While offering a Section 125 Plan brings tax
savings for both you and your employees, the
administration of the plan can be timeconsuming. In addition to encouraging education and participation, American Fidelity can also
help you keep track of Section 125 Plan changes and new regulations.
If you’re ready to get started, visit americanfidelity.com for more information about implementing
a Section 125 Plan today!
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Colorado ASBO’s 22nd Annual Fall Conference

First General Session

Vice President, Terry Davis introducing Michael Seaver

Michael Seaver Second General Session

Past President Sandi Nees swearing in new Board Member Brett Parsons

Two of our outstanding breakout sessions.
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Communicating With An Ever Changing Workforce
Dan Dougherty, Chief Communications Officer, Eagle County Schools

Along the topics of change, and change management,
one of the biggest, yet least discussed changes taking
place in our professional lives is the change in our primary audiences – parents. Today’s younger parents
usher in the first generation of “digital native” adults.
Growing up as digital natives means they have vastly
different expectations around communications and interactions.
According to a study of 2,000 millennials by Adroit Digital, “Digital natives have a general distaste of one-way
messages that offer little to no value to the end consumer. They have grown up with technology that puts
them in control, and are seeking a different kind of relationships with brands.”
The research tells us that “understanding your audience requires active listening and an on-going, twoway conversation between districts and parents.” Listening is critical. Being flexible to feedback and then
adapting accordingly conveys partnership. Partnership
with parents means maintaining open dialogues in social media and focusing more on parent interests with
less on district-led messages.
Adroit Digital’s research also identified critical ways in
how districts can “remain relevant in the eyes of millennials:”







Be willing to change based on community feedback
Maintain open dialogue through social media
Become more about the consumer and less about
the district
Publicize eco-friend and fair-business practices
Produce more advertising
Become more active in local communities

Afdhel Aziz, Brand Director of Absolut Labs, put it this
way, “PEOPLE are the new media.” Word-of-mouth
remains the number one factor in purchasing or selection decisions, and social media spreads word-ofmouth referrals like older platforms delivered commercials.
In their book, Storynomics, authors Robert McKee and
Thomas Gerace follow the massive changes that millennials are bringing to the communications process.
Ben Franklin invented the interruptive method of advertising over two centuries ago, and it’s held the test of
time. Until now. Increasingly, millennials are choosing
advertising-free means of communication -- adblockers on cellphones, Netflix instead of Network TV,
Pandora instead of radio stations, and online news-

feeds instead of broadcast, cable, or newspaper news.
So, both content and channels are changing.
McKee and Gerace argue that better storytelling is the
answer. “Story” is different than “narrative” and contrived samples common in advertising. Story involves a
protagonist who experiences change, must react to
restore balance, experiences and overcomes antagonism, only to arrive at a new place of balance. Sound
familiar?
To spark your brainstorm, let’s think about a school
district. As the protagonist, a school district strives to
educate the children in a community, but a recession
comes along and drastically cuts funding. In response,
the school district goes through a series of cuts. It’s not
enough. It asks the community to pass a mill levy. It
fails. It organizes non-profits and seeks grants. Buildings fall into disrepair. Student test scores take a dive.
The school district shares its challenges in the right
story format, and the local community empathizes and
finally passes a mill levy. Order is not restored -- a new
order is achieved. Both the school district and the community have changed. Now, they’re co-protagonists.
It’s a tenuous relationship, but the right shared story
can keep them together to fight the next source of antagonism.
Now, how do you transform your budget from numbers
only to a story supported by numbers? What about data? Data is a point-in-time fact. It doesn’t tell the story.
The story is what happened, why, and what should we
do about it. Jeff Bezos of Amazon forbids powerpoint
presentations by his top executives and instead requires a six-page written story that uses data as signposts. He says that it causes his executives to think
deeper about what is actually happening.
Circle back to the beginning of this article. Technology
allowed millennials to grow up in control of how they’re
communicated with and now they expect brands to invite them into the conversation so they can help shape
outcomes. They’re not opposed to brands or school
districts. They’re opposed to being spoken "to" instead
of consulted "with." When asked to finish the sentence,
“I prefer to support brands that…” the highest answer
for millennial moms and dads was, “understand how to
talk with me.”
And, here’s the kicker -- millennials are not just the first
digital native parents, they’re also the first digital native
workforce.
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2019 ASBO
Executive Leadership Forum
February 14–16, 2019

San Diego, CA

Membership News
Promoted to a new position? Moved on to another school district? Received an
award? Just got married or have a new child?
Whatever the news your CASBO friends want to know. Just give us a few details
and we’ll publish it in the CASBO Quarterly.
Send an email with the information to: ColoradoASBO@msn.com
Name ______________________

If you have written an article that you feel would be of interest to your peers,
please submit it to CASBO Quarterly for consideration:
Send it to the attention of:
CASBO Editor
Ronmcculley@gmail.com
or

Dan Huenneke, CASBO Newsletter Chairperson
dhuenneke@cherrycreekschools.org
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Non-Traditional Physical Education Classes are Worth the Risk
By Kent McIlhany, PE Teacher, Academy School District 20
In today’s schools, physical education is proving to be
more important than ever throughout a student’s whole K12 experience. In order to allow the student to stay on
task in the classroom and keep a healthy mind, body and
soul, PE is taking on a new meaning by combining the
physical, emotional and social health of students by incorporating different adventure activities in an outdoor setting. The Challenge Adventure Program at Academy
School District 20 in Colorado Springs, Colorado is one of
those that has not only allowed the activities to occur but
encouraged, supported and even helped grow the experiences at each grade level. D20 begins the student’s experiences from elementary school using bouldering wall,
climbing ropes, cargo nets, hanging rings and team building initiatives. In middle school, they progress to belayed
climbing walls, slack lines, peg boards and incorporating
low ropes course and continuing games that require students to work together and solve problems. High Schools
have taken PE classes to a greater challenge by using low
and high ropes course elements, indoor and outdoor
Rock Climbing and Rappelling, Mountain Biking,
Kayaking, Orienteering, Team Building, Leadership training and snow shoeing.
The Risk Management piece
of a School
District to allow the Challenge Adventure Program
to operate is a
major undertaking but one
well worth the
investment.
The experiences are life
changing for
the students
as they confront their
fears head on
in a supportive
environment.
It is no longer
the stereotypical “I can’t do pushups” or climb the rope but
now a safe and excited “I climbed to the top of the 25 foot
pole, stood on top and then jumped for the trapeze...it was
amazing.”

Students cheer each other to the top of a rock climbing
route or encourage each other as they begin a 160 ft. rappel over the side of a cliff. The keys to an Adventure Risk
Management plan are policies, procedures, funding of resources, on-going training, and regular inspections while

providing opportunities with scheduling and staff. The rewards outweigh the risks, especially when the risks can be
managed like any other element of a program or facility.
Today’s education needs to incorporate more experienc-

es that challenge students in every area of their life and
not be stymied by the fear of controlled risks. And one of
the main benefits of using challenge components is to
pull students together with adversity and allow them to
help one another. The cheers are amazing for student’s
self-esteem and can then have a direct correlation to
their lives in the classroom, home and future work places. As depression, anxiety and mental disorders rise in
our students, one of the answers is to allow students to
encourage rather than make fun of, help rather than bully, help up rather than put down and here are some testimonies…
“My High Adventure class saved and changed my life.
It has made me into a person who can literally climb
mountains, and tackle challenges I never could have
imagined. My Adventure class is so much more than
a PE class, it is a life-changing experience, and I
would recommend it to any student.” –Julie, Student.
“When I moved to my new high school, I felt like I was a
complete stranger in the school but with my Adventure
Class, I gained friends and experiences I couldn’t have
had otherwise. We learned leadership by experience in
challenging situations. This class opened up opportunities for me in the outdoors that I now love and do on my
own. Some of my fondest high school memories have
been made within this class.” –John, Student.
Continued on Page 21
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Continued from Page 21

“The adventure class experience has changed my
view of obstacles and problem solving. I have found
solutions to life issues by having fellow students encourage me to do crazy activities and not be controlled by irrational fears. The challenges I have faced
in my adventure class were opportunities I would
never have had if not for this class. I strongly recommend all students taking an adventure class.” –
Michaela, Student.
“The adventure class is where I can face and overcome my fears. The experiences we are put through
challenges me physically, mentally and emotionally.
And the class has taught me to be courageous and
really enjoy every opportunity that has been given
me.” -Sienna, Student
“Taking the adventure 1 and 2 classes for the past
two years have meant the world to me. I am truly passionate for what I really want to do in life now and being an adventure leader has really showed me how
happy it makes me. I really want to share my passion
and teach people everything that rocky has taught
me. I am truly excited to share my passion and life
lessons I have learned in my rocky classes, and keep
taking it with me every step of my life after high
school. “-Nadia, Student.

The barriers that exists in many districts leave administrators and risk managers weighing the value of an experiential adventure class. Is it worth the liability that is
incurred when done properly. Insurance companies
have seen the safe history of the programs and will
generally require certain things to be done in order to
keep students safe. Hiring staff with experience and
previous training help establish a solid program, inspecting and maintaining equipment, providing regular
in-house training while encouraging staff to be trained
from a 3rd party as well. An additional key piece of the
safety component is the curriculum design, class size
per instructor and instruction time. In order to support
the challenge program, there is a stringent, hands on
approach that should be taken, always checking to
make sure that policies and procedures are being followed in every aspect of the program. In the end, students will be positively affected for a lifetime.
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Call For Presentations
Deadlines

The current "Call for Presentations" is for the 66th Annual CASBO Conference at The Westin Hotel in Westminster, CO, April 17-19,
2019. The submission deadline is Novenber 30, 2018.

Why Present

Leading a session for your peers is both an honor, and an opportunity to enhance your personal growth in the field by gaining exposure among your peers in the industry. You’ll strengthen your presentation skills, gain visibility for your school district, and make a
difference in the school business community.

How to Submit Your Proposal

All proposals must be submitted via the Web.
New users will be prompted to create an account before submitting a proposal. If you are unsure whether you have had an account
on our website in the past, please use the system to search for your name and school district to confirm.
If you have difficulty accessing the online submission area for proposals, please let us know immediately so we can address the situation promptly.

Information and Requirements for Presenters

Persons selected to present at an upcoming conference serve on a contributing basis only, and are expected to register to attend the
meeting. Speakers must be available to present during any of the sessions of the conference. In addition, all related expenses for
travel and hotel accommodations are the speaker's responsibility.
All presentation proposals that are accepted must submit an electronic version of the presentation materials at least twenty days
before the conference. These will be posted on our website library at the conclusion of the conference for our members.

Selection Process

Members of the ColoradoASBO Program/Speaker Committee evaluate submissions and finalize selections several months in advance of any conference.
Presentation submissions are evaluated on the following characteristics:
• Overall quality and focus
• Relevance to school business management
• Quality of research
• Organization of ideas
• Practicality of topic
Please note that proposals constituting sales promotions for products or services will not be considered.
If you have questions or need to get in touch with ColoradoASBO about your proposal, please contact us by using the provided form,
or via phone or email.

ASBO Emerging Leader Scholarship
Many people might be unaware of ASBO International’s Emerging Leader Scholarship program. Each year ASBO offers
18 scholarships for $2000 towards attending an annual ASBO Conference. This is available for any school business
official who has been in the profession for under five years. This is an outstanding opportunity for newer school business
officials to attend the ASBO Annual Conference as well as develop a national group of peers who are going through
some of the same challenges you all do in your daily jobs.
I would encourage any of you that is new in the education support arena to apply for one of these scholarships. In the
past there have been occasions that ASBO has more scholarships than they had applicants, it doesn’t happen often but
it has happened in the past.
We have one of our own from Colorado who won one of these scholarships this year. We all need to all congratulate
Robert Stegmueller, Budget Analyst from Adams 12 Five Star School District! Even more importantly we need
to welcome Robert to our Colorado ASBO family. We need to welcome him and reach out with any assistance we can
offer a new peer to the world of school business.
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Application

Who Do YOU Know?

Application
Deadline:

American Fidelity

March 1

CASBO

Sponsored
By

American
Fidelity
Assurance
Company

CASBO is seeking applications for the Service to the Profession Award. This award sponsored by
American Fidelity Assurance Company recognizes outstanding school business officials for their
work and dedication to the profession. The Year 2018 recipient will receive a beautiful leaded
crystal achievement award as well as a cash gift of $200. Winner of the award will be announced at
the 66th Annual Spring Conference in April , 2019.
The application process has been greatly simplified and currently only requires a short narrative outlining the nominee's “contribution to the profession.” Nominate your Outstanding School Business
Official today and submit in care of Bert Huszcza, 4627 W 105th Way, Westminster, Co 80031 or to
ColoradoASBO@msn.com. Deadline for submitting applications is March 1, 2019

Nominate Yourself or Someone You Know Today!

Application
Deadline:
March 1
Sponsored by:

$$

CASBO STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS

$$

GENERAL INFORMATION:
 Two $1,500 Scholarships Awarded Annually
 Awarded at the Annual Conference, April 2019
 Deadline for Applications March 1, 2019
ELIGIBILITY:
 Dependent of an Active CASBO Member
 A High School Senior
 Active in School and Community Leadership
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Dates to Calendar ….

OR CURRENT OCCUPANT

Service to the Profession Award Application Deadline
Go to www.ColoradoASBO.org

March 1, 2019

Student Scholarship
Application Deadline
Go to www.ColoradoASBO.org

March 1, 2019

ASBO International
2019 Executive Leadership Forum
San Diego, CA

Colorado ASBO
66th Annual Spring Conference
Westin Hotel
Westminster, Colorado
ColoradoASBO
Fall Conference
Vail Marriott
Vail, Colorado
ASBO International
2019 Annual Meeting & Expo
National Harbor, Maryland

February 14-16, 2019
For more information
visit the ASBO website at
www.asbointl.org

April 17-19, 2019

October 15 - 18, 2019

MAKE YOUR HOTEL
RESERVATIONS NOW!
CASBO Annual Spring Conference
April 17-19, 2019
The Westin
Wesminster, Colorado
To book your room
Call (303) 410-5000
and Refer to the
CASBO Room Block
Room rates start at $149

October 25 - 28, 2019
For more information
visit the ASBO website at
www.asbointl.org
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